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Every moment of our life can be the beginning of great things. Joseph Pilates 

Pilates (or the Pilates method) is a series of about 500 exercises inspired by calisthenics, yoga, and 
ballet. Pilates lengthens and stretches all the major muscle groups in the body in a balanced fashion. 
It improves flexibility, strength, balance, and body awareness.1 

This mindful activity is perfect for parents to get their children involved in some gentle exercise. 
Working to strengthen their bodies can increase children’s self-esteem, stamina, abdominal strength, 
and sleep. That, combined with the focused breathing techniques essential to the exercises, can help 
kids attain a much more serene and less stressful outlook. 2 

What you will need:   

• A quiet space is essential as this will help calm the mind and facilitate focus 

• A mat  

• Water bottle   

• Activewear or comfy clothes that can handle a bit of a stretch   
 
In this five-minute introduction into Pilates for Kids, instructor Lauren Willmot demonstrates seven 
poses as listed below. Follow along with the video for instruction on how to do each pose.  
 
Poses: 
 

1. Bridge pose: excellent for warming up your muscles and calming the body. This pose 

stretches the chest and spine as well as strengthening your back, legs and ankles. It is a 
great one to start with to prepare your body for more advanced poses.  

2. Dead bug: this pose offers great benefits in strengthening and stabilising your core, spine, 
and back muscles. It improves your posture, balance, and coordination. It helps to increase 
focus for kids as it can be quite challenging on the mind.  

3. Rolling like a ball: rolling exercises stimulate the spine and deeply work the abdominals. 
Additionally, it allows you to tune into the inner flow of movement and breath in the body.  

4. Cat cow: this pose increases flexibility of the neck, shoulders, and spine. It also offers 

benefits such as improved posture and balance, as well as calming the mind and de-
stressing.  

5. Downward dog into plank: this flow between the two poses allows for a full body stretch. 
Plank engages your abdominal and upper body, whilst downward dog stretches your 
hamstrings and back.  

6. Cobra stretch: this pose strengthens your spine, legs, buttocks, and shoulders. It stretches 
out the entire front of the body and opens the heart and lungs, facilitating a focus on the 
breath 

7. Child’s pose: this is the perfect pose to end your flow and relax your mind. It relieves stress 

and fatigue, whilst stretching your spine, hips, glutes and shoulder muscles.   
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